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ABSTRACT 

 

An examination of inner motivations and outer presentations of selected 

independent post-modern dance artists, who explored dancing in a wider landscape and 

cityscape while also creating “alternative” working and living spaces within their 

community, is glimpsed through the microcosm of an era of independent dance and 

performance that emerged in Philadelphia’s Old City during the 1970’s and 1980’s. This 

thesis includes a consideration of philosophical inspirations and movement esthetics built 

from non-modern dance styles and early dissemination of post-modern techniques, along 

with the political and social implications of art practices in this environment. Concepts 

and theory further afield are brought to bear in considering the experimenting sensibility 

of these dance artists and the roles they played in shaping community and urban life.  
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              CHAPTER 1 

    INTRODUCTION 

  

  This Thesis grew out of my personal dancer experience in an urban environment 

and entails a more extended inquiry which grew out of a project I initiated in 2009, The Local 

Dance History Project (LDHP). My intent at that time was to bring awareness to a seminal 

community of dance artists of which I had been a member. The Local Dance History Project 

reflected on a period of history in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s through works by dance and 

movement artists who were the first to explore post modern, improvisation and performance 

genres in Philadelphia.   

        The Project, presented by Philadelphia Dance Projects, explored ways to present and 

share historical work with a current generation of performers and new audiences. All events took 

place at the Performance Garage in Philadelphia in 2010. Seven works from circa 1980 were re-

constructed or re-imagined and presented in two separate programs of six performances over two 

weekends. There was also daylong Forum, which provided moderated discussions of cultural, 

social and urban contexts around this project and a workshop led by all the featured “historic” 

artists which provided an opportunity for people of all ages and movement capabilities to 

experience dance. A short video documentary about the artists along with archival videos and 

static materials were featured as prelude to performances as well as in a theater lobby exhibit and 

as part of the Forum presentations. A commemorative catalog was published. The video, the 

documentary, and the catalog have been accessioned by the Library of Congress, the Jerome 

Robbins Dance Collection at the New York Public Library and by the Special Collections 

Research Center (SCRC) at Temple University Library.  
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           Since 2010 I have been adding to this archive of Philadelphia dance history 

through Philadelphia Dance Projects.* The Local Dance History Project has created a digital 

archive of eleven artists including those originally presented in the 2010 program. This archival 

content consists of selected writings, images, printed programs, press clips, videos and other 

ephemera. It has been donated to the Special Collections Research Center, Philadelphia Dance 

Collection at Temple University Libraries.* The archival process is ongoing. I am currently 

(2018) in the process of preparing materials to upload to an internet map/app that will be 

publically accessible for a self-guided walking tour of six sites where dance and performance 

happened in Old City circa 1975 to 1985.  

The Local Dance History Project revealed a through-line to the present by bringing 

awareness of the variety and volume of creativity in dance taking place in Philadelphia over 

thirty-five years ago. It gave voice and tangible evidence of a past and ongoing creative life of 

dance and performance artists, as source artists told their story and shared their creativity with a 

new generation who performed the works. Audiences found contemporary resonance in the 

reconstructed and re-imagined works’ original choreography and theatricality as well as through 

content. Forum discussions explored the creative environment circa 1980 with a locus in Old 

City, probing the nature of what is meant by “alternative” as applied to lifestyle, 

worldvperformance genres, venues and press. All of this set up a dialog about past and present, 

visual, kinesthetic and verbal.   

The LDHP archival content does not necessarily provide insight into the content of this 

Thesis, which is how further consideration of any philosophical gleanings around the dancing  

* Selected materials, the video and catalog can be found on Philadelphia Dance Projects’ website 
http://www.philadanceprojects.org/projects/local-dance-history-project which also links to a Timeline at 
http://localdancehistory.philadanceprojects.org 
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body in relationship to the urban environment was played out by these artists. I want to place 

myself, and others in what I discern as a particular dance experience within a larger 

consideration of understanding the human physical presence in relation to an urban environment. 

I aim to accurately recall, from some distance in time, what I think I experienced in that other 

time and place. This inquiry is rooted in a personal ongoing consideration of the nature of being, 

but also of living in societies organized in cities, where smaller communities can thrive or 

disperse – and to some extent, this inquiry is concerned with prevailing political contexts.  

  In this research I wanted to seek a macrocosmic take on the urban experience, and then 

rewind to see if it resonated with a more encapsulated artistic and authentic experience in a 

microcosmic environment, that of a district in Philadelphia currently known as Old City. There 

was a brief window of time in the mid-1970’s to the mid-1980’s that artists created a community 

within a waning warehousing and historical district. Dancers were at the core of this artist 

community. This research will include an autobiographical perspective.  

Historian and cultural critic, Michel de Certeau speaks of  “the urban fact turned in to 

concept of a city” (de Certeau 92). The city is “a place of transformations and appropriations, the 

object of various kinds of interference, but a subject that is constantly enriched by new 

attributes…” (ibid 95).  The city is more than its spatial arrangements. It is more than an 

arrangement of structures. It is always open to redefinition by human interaction within it. The 

recognition of its character relies on how it is perceived by its citizens, and how they engage in it 

and with it. This can translate into a sensory awareness. Human interaction, including the 

physical relationship to ones environment, is not only at the core of individual perception but 

certainly it dictates how people navigate varieties of urban spaces. For artists these spaces 

include the normal avenues of pedestrian passage like parks, plazas, sidewalks as well as streets, 
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rooftops and abandoned lots. These become spaces practiced as place. Sites transform from 

abstraction toward having a more personal meaning. 

  Geographer Yi-Fu Tuan has noted that, “In experience the meaning of space often 

merges with place…What begins as undifferentiated space becomes place as we get to know it 

better and endow it with value”(Tuan Intro.). He distinguishes a difference of lived in space; 

“place is security, space is freedom - we are attached to one and long for the other” (ibid).  For 

like de Certeau how we name the city (space) and how we speak of it (place) infers a critical 

difference in experience, attention and feeling. Human activity defines and alters the memory, 

meaning and significance of what constitutes a city, beyond the physicality of architecture and 

mapping. For de Certeau, this designation of “city” is indeed dependent on human collective and 

individual “interference” that augments its spirit and very “subject” as city. 

  Diving deeper, sociologist Richard Sennett offered an intriguing investigation in 

the relation of the body to cities throughout history in his Flesh and Stone, The Body and the City 

in Western Civilization. His premise is “…that urban spaces take form largely from the ways 

people experience their own bodies” (370) which he demonstrates through various discussions of 

the classical periods of Athens and Rome, Mediaeval and Renaissance Paris, with references to 

Venice, London, American cities, and lastly New York, as modern. Through this lineage Sennett 

charts the “chameleon urban fabric.” He often uses the descriptor of  “palimpsest” implying how 

cities overlay their own history, re-draw over erasure that not only includes spaces, but how 

customs, cultural mores, religious beliefs can shape the physical use and structure of place. This 

overarching environment of the city has shaped definitions of what is individual, autonomous 

and collective, and it has delineated gender and class or social groups through time. Sennett 

further makes a defining difference between space and place as human psychological experience. 
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“The distinction between space and place is a basic one in urban form. It turns on more than 

emotional attachment to where one lives, for it involves as well the experience of time” (188).   

These examinations of changing urban realities, the human body and perceptions by 

everyday citizens, historians, linguistic philosophers, sociologists and humanist geographers all 

point to, but do not directly evoke the dancer’s experience. Their constellation of ideas around 

the way the navigation of space produces place, defined as esthetic, utilitarian, social and cultural 

converges with that of the dancer’s, particularly with the postmodern zeitgeist of the late 1970’s.  

The exploration and use of improvisation was one of the post-modern approaches to 

moving. Such a post modern intuition included the artists’ appreciation and use of simple tasks 

and everyday movements (often referred to with the urban moniker as “pedestrian”), and the 

consideration of movement forms and body-work outside the then pedagogy of Modern Dance 

techniques, like social dance, Aikido and other martial arts, yoga as a body/mind spiritual 

practice and Alexander Technique, as example.    

There is also a correlation found between these examinations of the ever-changing city 

and of the temporality of the art form. In some ways the urban dance artists of this era attempted 

to explore and reveal a connection. But mostly on their part, there was the desire to place 

themselves as firmly present, to insist on being seen as integral figures in their surroundings, 

while all the while perhaps knowing that like improvisation and dance, that terrain could be 

unpredictable and impermanent.  

In my research I also returned to one of the books I had read at the time that influenced 

how I viewed my own urban experience in the latter 20th century. The book was Sam Bass 

Warner’s The Private City; Philadelphia in Three Periods Of Growth, which focused on 

Philadelphia as example of how private power controlled public access to work, housing, culture 
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and education from colonial era through industrialization to the late 20th century. Looking back 

through this lens I remember the barriers to taking on the creative life of an artist and the 

difficulty of recognition within a relatively conservative cultural community. The larger 

institutions were slow to admit artists who were working in “alternative” styles or ideas and 

formats not yet in a mainstream vernacular. Dance scholar Susan Leigh Foster in consideration 

of the rise of post modernism in dance even considers the “independent” dancer in a negative 

light, perhaps because they were not forging a technique to carry their name to posterity. She 

considers them more as mercenary opportunists for hire when she states,  

 

A new cadre of dance makers, called ‘independent choreographers,’ has emerged;  

their aesthetic vision can be traced to the experimental choreograph of the 

early1960s and 1970s, a period when choreographic investigation challenged 

boundaries between dance and day-to-day movement and claimed  any and all 

human movement as potential dance. Because these choreographers’ work neither 

grows out of, nor is supported by, any of the academies of dance, classical or 

modern, their success depends largely on their own entrepreneurial efforts to 

promote their work (253).    

 

She notes that since then that “new institutions of ‘arts management and administration’ have 

grown to meet the needs of producing their work.” Although she cynically states that, “Issues of 

fashion and fundability have increasingly influenced their aesthetic development” (ibid). It 

appears that she couldn’t envision a dance field with more latitude to admit personal expression, 

one that could contain an amalgam of influences from many movement and visual and 
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conceptual art and music and theater sources. Where her analysis falls short is in the ecology of a 

cultural environment, in this case an urban one, where the infrastructures needed to support 

dance-making are weak or absent. This is where their “success” is defined. It is hard to consider 

the success of dance investigation without recognition. This recognition becomes insular indeed, 

but doesn’t detract from its value. Keeping memory then becomes all the more important. 

It is important to look historically and philosophically at this independent community of 

artists in a city that has little memory of its dance artists, and certainly none beyond a wider 

reach of popular culture; like the Tap greats, Nicholas Brothers, or the George Balanchine 

connection to the Pennsylvania Ballet Company or Judith Jamison to the Alvin Ailey American 

Dance Theatre. All artists contribute to the fabric of urban life within each generation. Their 

history is fleeting and even more so when there is no trail left by possible recorders like 

mainstream press or cultural or urban history scholarship. It is up to the artists themselves, then, 

to mark their history and to find ways to communicate it to successive generations of artists, 

audiences and historical scribes.  

This thesis then is a marking of a dancer’s observation both historical and experiential 

with the hypothesis, that the dancer’s human body also activates and gives insight to a way of 

transiting urban space while connoting an artistic place. In this way a particular dancer 

experience is then placed within a larger consideration of understanding the human physical 

presence in relation to an urban environment. This experience shaped by the modality of dance, 

concerns the way inhabiting a city neighborhood existed and was experienced and expressed by 

artists of the mid-1970’s to mid-1980’s era. Recollection and ephemera serve to materialize some 

sensibility of a time now past, in which to situate this dance experience. From there all expands 

outward to try to understand a purpose, motivation and meaning upon reflection in the present at 
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a distance. The topographies of the cityscape translate to choreo-scape. They become not only 

spatial, but esthetic, political, historic, cultural and social. All this folds into a kind of topology, 

where the dancer’s body becomes part of an interior/exterior urban surface. 
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 CHAPTER 2      

                             TOPOGRAPHICAL INFLUENCES 

 

Spatial 

Cities are constantly rebuilding themselves with erasing and filling in. This changing always 

seems unsystematic and gradual. Lingering architectural suggestions of the many pasts and 

successive changes caused by the replacing and rebuilding are often the result. Such was the 

mixed cityscape in Old City, Philadelphia into the mid-1970’s. There, succeeding generational 

markers of commerce, domesticity and government were transferred onto a locale where the 

remnants of the colonial world collided with 19th century manufacturing and 20th century 

wholesale and retail businesses. Old City had a few scattered blocks of residential houses 

exemplified by Elfreth’s Alley, officially sanctioned as “the Nation’s Oldest Residential Street.” 

But there were other tiny pockets of remaining residences scattered throughout. The 19th century 

manufacturing buildings were primarily used for jobbers’ warehousing.  

Much of this industrial district was razed to develop the Independence National Historical 

Park in the 1950’s, creating a three block Mall and park spaces around significant 18th century 

sites. So, added to this urban archaeological mix, was a Federal government interpreting its 

history, while still functioning in the present with the tourist trade. Three blocks of Market Street 

had a brisk Saturday morning business with a large hardware store, a poultry store, several men’s 

dapper clothing stores, and a few eateries. There were a few fading bars that served sailors and 

stevedores, trace denizens from the vanishing piers on the Delaware River at the foot of Market 

Street.  
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I moved into Old City in 1975 sharing a loft space with another dancer and a musician. 

We renovated the space for living and for working, creating a studio for dance and music. It 

became a hub for many dance, music and performance artists. It is here within that particular 

cityscape, beginning in the mid-1970’s, that independent dance artists, I among them, joined 

with other artists to explore rebuilding our own art forms.  

The artists added more to this urban fusion than creating “alternative” working, living 

and performing spaces. For a short time there was a very vibrant community of innovative 

artists. At present one would be hard pressed to say that any one neighborhood or district in 

Philadelphia can claim such an arts reputation or demographic density. Thomas Hine, 

architecture staff writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer wrote in 1979; “…it is a classic example of 

a kind of ‘gray’ urban neighborhood where new ideas, both technological and esthetic are 

incubated…”  He highlighted the contrasts of the daily wholesale business taking place on the 

street, with whom he noted that artists “coexisted nicely” – “You don’t stroll there. You dodge 

trucks and people loading or unloading rubber boots, children’s underwear or bar stools. It is the 

artistic center of Philadelphia” (Hine,“Will Success Spoil Old City”). 

Strolling, dodging, loading or unloading; all might be descriptors in a review of a post-

modern dance work. One gets the sense of potentially inspiring actions and energy by the daily 

notion of traffic on the street. His description of the random merchandise has a kind of absurdist 

poetic twist to it. It provides fodder for visual consideration, but also contemplation of the 

modern world and all the material goods it consumes. Using dance as metaphor, Jane Jacobs 

famously described experiencing the “order” of the streetscape of her own Greenwich Village, 

New York City neighborhood of the 1960’s as choreographed:  
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This order is all composed of movement and change, and although it is life not  

art we may fancifully call it the art form of the city and liken it to the dance – not  

to a simple-minded precision dance with everyone kicking up at the same time, 

twirling in unison and bowing off en masse, but to an intricate ballet in which the 

individual dancers and ensembles all have distinctive parts which miraculously  

reinforce each other and compose an orderly whole. The ballet of the good city 

 sidewalk never repeats itself from place to place, and in any one place is always  

replete with new improvisations (Jacobs 50).  

 

This sense of improvisation Jacobs references, has a working logic within it, in that it has a 

functional purpose happening randomly but yet defined and patterned by the space within which 

it takes place, the public environment of the street. This similar observation by dance artists in 

Old City transposed into their practice. Dance artists were intrigued by the vibrancy of daily 

activity and in contrast the empty solitude when the workday was finished. As participants in a 

community of artists they were simultaneously mixing into and creating their own presence in 

this neighborhood. Artists borrowed and learned from other artists’ ideas and explorations 

inspired by a shared zeitgeist of the urban environment. This social and esthetic interaction 

stimulated the inter-connection of ideas with collaborating artists from other disciplines as well 

as with the commercial and historic entities there.   

 

Political 

As mentioned, the Old City district is contiguous to Independence National Historical Park 

(INHP), which in 1976 was at the center of the Bicentennial celebration of the Declaration of 
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Independence of 1776. Planning by the City of Philadelphia through various commissions, 

architect groups and the Federal government had been going on for several years prior to the 

pinnacle day of July 4, 1976.  The year was packed with Bicentennial themed events, and 

counter protests. Mayor Frank Rizzo fearing riots had called for Federal Troops, which were 

denied. The result was that though millions visitors came to Philadelphia that year, the 

celebration fell well short of the projected number of tourists visits expected by the City.*   

Philadelphia’s Bicentennial celebration concluded to mixed reviews.  The event introduced many 

thousands of Americans to the urban renewal and historic preservation successes of the postwar 

period in the city as they toured through the Old City and nearby Society Hill neighborhoods.  

Old City artists played some role in events. In 1976 I organized a “Jes’Grew” community 

arts festival, May 1-9, which included a site-specific dance solo, theater and music performances, 

and a group show exhibit of visual art as well as art installations at the public street level in 

business windows, sited around Old City. This was not related to the Bicentennial. It was more 

circumstantial. The official Bicentennial organizers had set up temporary stages around Center 

City: in the INHP at 5th and Markets Streets, at JFK Plaza at City Hall and at the Philadelphia 

Museum of Art. Ironically during the warmer months, the City Office of Culture was compelled 

to hire local artists to perform on these stages, because there wasn’t enough funding to afford big 

name star acts. This was a boon to our performing arts community. I performed with artist 

friends at the PMA and at Independence Mall site.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
* While Freedom Week brought large crowds to Philadelphia, attendance at Philadelphia’s historical sites 
dropped quickly afterward.  The total number of visitors to Philadelphia in 1976 was estimated to be 
between 14 and 20 million, which fell far short of the planners’ expectations.  Much of the shortfall may 
be attributed to fear of violence spread by media attention to the protests and the mayor’s reaction to 
them. During the Bicentennial there was also an outbreak of Legionnaire’s Disease. Hundreds of 
members of the American Legion staying at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel contracted an infectious disease 
through the hotel’s air conditioning system, killing more than thirty of the Legionnaires.  
http://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/bicentennial-1976/   
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But in light of the commemorative year, we took the opportunity to express our own 

sentiment by interpreting through movement and music  the text of Gary Snyder’s poem, “All 

The Spirit Powers Went To Their Dancing Place” (62). 

 

…Wild beings sweeping on cities – spirits and ghosts –  

         cougar, eagle, grizzly bear, coyote, hummingbird 

         intelligences 

         directing, destructing, instructing;  us all 

         as though music; 

         songs filling the sky.… 

…Drinking clear water together 

         together      turning  and dancing 

         speaking     new words 

         the first time, for   

     Air, fire, water and 

        Earth is our dancing place now.  

 

This sensibility of other of nature’s beings “sweeping over cities…” was very much in tune with 

the politics inherited from the counter culture of the 1960’s. This Old City group of 1970’s artists 

represented a particular demographic of baby-boomers who as young people were taking on and 

wanting to shape their adult life in ways that their parents had not. They were not unfamiliar with 

a canon of artists and thinkers of the‘60’s like the Beat poets, pop and protest musicians from 

Hendrix to Dylan, I.F. Stone, D.T. Suzuki, Thomas Merton and others who left their influences 
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on this succeeding artist dissenter generation. The demographic of these artists often included 

many working class and/or a 3rd generation from an immigrant heritage who were first in their 

families to obtain higher education degrees. Some of us were college drop-outs disillusioned by 

the “military industrial complex” who had taken part as activists against the Vietnam War and 

nuclear proliferation and marched also for civil rights which included gay rights. This sense of 

activism was infused in the determination to forge a community of our own liking and agency.      

John Adams’s famous quote from his letter to Abigail Adams has particular resonance in 

consideration of the artists who walked the very same streets he had walked in Philadelphia, only 

200 years later. They were living out Adams’ generational hope of a peaceable and stable world 

that allowed for, or “gave,” succeeding generations the “right to study” the arts.  

 

The science of government it is my duty to study, more than all other sciences; the 

arts of  legislation and administration and negotiation ought to take the place of, 

indeed exclude, in a manner, all other arts. I must study politics and war, that our 

sons may have liberty to study mathematics and philosophy. Our sons ought to 

study mathematics and philosophy, geography, natural history and naval 

architecture, navigation, commerce and agriculture in order to give their children 

a right to study painting, poetry, music, architecture, statuary, tapestry and 

porcelain (Adams,1780). 

                            

What better Bicentennial litmus test of the Declaration of Independence could have been realized 

in 1976, then this confluence of creative artists in Old City? 
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Locally the city was governed by Frank Rizzo, who had risen from police commissioner 

to Mayor.  He was vocally and actively repressive of blacks and gays. During his long 

conservative tenure the city was sued for racial discrimination in the police and fire department. 

In 1973 a civil rights action charged Rizzo with assault and conspiracy against political 

protestors in activities related to his mayoral campaign. In 1975 he is quoted as saying, “Just wait 

after November you'll have a front row seat because I'm going to make Attila the Hun look like a 

faggot (Rizzo). Today a statue of the former mayor is slated for removal from the Center City 

plaza near City Hall, because of his crude and brutal disregard for many of the citizenry.  

On broader fronts, the body politic nationally was gradually more alienated from the 

Federal government after Nixon resigned in 1974. Historian, Howard Zinn notes that while there 

were organized movements for environmental protection, women’s rights, and other causes 

activism did not have the same momentum as it did in the sixties.  He says “It struggled uphill 

against callous political leaders trying to reach fellow Americans most of whom saw little hope 

in with the politics of voting or politics of protest” (565). According to Zinn, President Carter, 

1977 to 1980 was unsuccessful in trying to stem this alienation. Reagan’s presidency really 

began the infiltration of right wing conservative policies that now have come to full fruition in 

the present where the “income gap” between wealthy and middle and low income earners is the 

widest it has ever been. Zinn also notes that “The distance between politics and the people was 

reflected clearly in the culture” which he demonstrates in a discussion of Public Television, 

where “the public was uninvited except as a viewer of an endless parade of Congressman, 

Senators, government bureaucrats, experts of various kinds” (564). During the Reagan 

administration the FFC eliminated the “fairness doctrine” requiring airtime for dissenting views. 
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So by the 1990’s Right Wing talk shows monopolized the airwaves leaving Left Wing voices 

unheard from.  

This then was background during the 1975-1985 timeframe of dance artists in Old City.  

Many of dance artists who comprised an outlier community working in Philadelphia saw 

creating art, then, as its own political act. And within the form, content and style or approach 

deepened this stance. Ishmael Houston-Jones as has said of choreography, “I don’t do steps.”  

Improvisation as process and improvisation as performance gained credence as a valid approach 

to discover ones own movement potential and personal signature. This “political act” also 

opened up content. Houston-Jones has stated, 

 

From early on my work almost always included a kind of fictionalized 

autobiography that came from the spontaneity of my work with improvisation. So 

while pieces were not always ‘about’ certain issues, these issues would naturally 

happen in the work – anti-war, feminism, gay rights environmentalism, etc. I also 

felt that the act of performing improvisationally was a type of political statement 

(Local Dance History Project #4). 

 

No one in the modern dance community was making work that directly addressed being gay as 

did the work of Houston-Jones, Michael Biello, Dan Martin and Chris Hodges (a.k.a. Woofy 

Bubbles). They were “performance works that explore the personal dimension – looking at male 

and gay male identity in very upfront ways” (Laine, n.p.). This work was being performed to a 

mixed audience outside of LGBT enclaves.    
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Choreographic 

Biello, Houston-Jones and Martin were among a constellation of dancers and musicians for 

whom the invention in their artistic pursuit and production came through improvisation. It was a 

process that included formal training but also eschewed it. When musicians and dancers explored 

their respective forms through each other, each benefited in new ways. Because the listening 

translated into a more total physical response on the part of the dancer, while the observing of 

dancer’s response to music began to influence the direction the musician would take. The 

physics’ equation of potential to kinetic energy was lived out repeatedly as process, but 

constantly changing in content. This non-narrative process inevitably brought dancer and 

musician to new material and often to a feeling of transcendence. Often this exchange belied any 

attachment to assuming gendered roles. Many studio hours were spent learning about oneself as 

body and mind united, yet of course this took in the sum of assumptions one had about oneself 

that had accumulated from ones environment, mores and social interactions. That is why it was 

so necessary to create a space where all this artistic searching could freely take place. These, in 

contrast to sociologist, Richard Sennett’s observation of the modern city’s neutral space, were 

spaces claimed and defined for dancing, whether outdoors or in. The urban spaces were valued 

for their intrinsic purpose of absorbing all stimulating input into the dancing experience. 

Locomotion carried with it the intent of understanding, inhabiting and being the locomotion, 

recovering full tactile sensibilities.  

Today as the desire to move freely has triumphed over sensory claims of the space 

through which the body moves, the modern individual has suffered from a tactile 

crisis: motion has helped desensitize the body. This general principal we now see 

given over to the claims of traffic and rapid individual movement, cities filled 
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with neutral spaces, cities which have succumbed to the dominant value of 

circulation (256). 

 

Here Sennett is summarizing his passage on the modern city, where he posits that the premium is 

on getting the individual person from place to place as fast as possible, as comfortably as 

possible, with little to no direct human interaction. This process cuts off the body from the 

physicality/presence of all the elements - from weather, people, architecture, etc - of a cityscape. 

Indeed dancers and musicians working in this improvisatory way were seeking “How to find a 

sensate home for responsive bodies in society particularly in the city, bodies now restless yet 

alone” (256). 

The creative process of this group of dance artists was very much outside of the academic 

conservatory approach to learning dance or becoming as dancer. It may have seemed to be 

another dimension of the political stance one would take to declare oneself an artist, albeit 

outside the prevailing tastes of modern dance and ballet going audiences in Philadelphia at the 

time.  

Through this elemental process of moving, performance works did transform into pointed 

content. There surfaced a need to express meaning around certain issues or reflect on the creative 

process. Biello, Martin, Houston-Jones created What We’re Made Of with dancers Jeff Mahon 

and Tonio Guerra. The beautiful and poignant semi-autobiographical work told the stories of 

coming of age as gay men who were black, Latino and white.  

 

What We’re Made Of commands a variety of movement styles some sections 

utilize natural everyday movement such a as walking or kissing; other parts are 
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exactly choreographed in duo or even quartet. There is a strong base in Contact 

Improvisation, but here and there balletic touches appear as well. Each of the 

dancers has solo variations, but there is always a return to group work” (Laine). 

 

This work premiered on the same series of works by Wendy Hammarstrom, Jano Cohen, 

and myself in 1980 when they were re-imagined and reconstructed in Philadelphia Dance 

Projects’ Local Dance History Project. Hammarstrom’s quartet of women performing Sun Song 

#1 appeared on the same program as the male dancers. Cohen presented four solos on a shared 

program with my large group work. Her works emphasized her solitude, mine community and 

the varied individuals within it. All of the works had cohesive structures thematically and 

choreographically. All employed stretches of improvisation. My work INTERFERENCE: PLATE 

#108, ASCENDING A STAIR, STOOPING AND LIFTING A PITCHER juxtaposed an ensemble 

of seven movers with a chorus of eleven citizens, everyday people, ages eight to eighty. The set 

design included projections of still images of captured motion stopped in sequence which evoked 

response from or made a correlation with the dancers through a series of improvised settings.   

 

Fox’s democratic sensibility admits elements from all directions… In a crucial 

scene, a old woman reads aloud from a children’s book to the rest of the 

company, who stand shoulder to shoulder in a line behind her. The story is about 

the world in the days before humans arrived, and it ends by saying that species 

come and go that ‘every creature has its turn and leaves.’  At this point one dancer 

leaves the line and improvises a movement that takes him to the edge of the stage. 

He stops and watches while the rest of the company steps forward to imitate his 
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movements, then exits. Then another dancer leaves the line and improvises, and 

so on until the stage is empty.  Some of the dancers exit with flourish; others 

prance and flail at the air like animals; some just hop; all are treated equally.  

In an age of depression on many fronts, Terry Fox has great comic vision. 

There are no outsiders; we are all part of great species-team-family, if a somewhat 

bumbling one. Not everyone can be a star, ‘but every creature has its turn’ and 

ultimately the show belongs to everyone (Stivers 16 ). 

 

The work is about the invisible traces we make by living; as moving, dancing through this world.  

As ending, after the set described by a reviewer above, three female movers return to join the 

oldest woman, a young girl, a young woman and a middle aged woman in a final stopped mid-

gesture sequence.    

 Dancers can infuse stage space with a different personally fabled or imaginary 

sensibility. They can change the perception of space with their moving, whether on a traditional 

formal stage or by drawing attention to other spaces not defined as theaters. In his discussion of 

mythical space and place, Yi-Fu Tuan, geographer and an originator of humanistic geography, 

writes,  

The human body is part of the material universe we know most intimately.   

It is not the only condition for experiencing the world, but also an 

accessible object whose properties we can always observe. The human 

body is a hierarchically organized schema; infused with values that are the 

result of emotion-laden physiological functions and of intimate social 
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experiences. Not surprisingly, man has tried to integrate multifaceted 

nature in terms of the intuitively known unity of his own body (89).   

  

If this then is a given in the layperson’s experience, is it heightened by the experience of 

the dance artist? I would garner an affirmative. This cluster of experimenting dancers pursued 

connections and understandings through their practice to then communicate through the 

production of public performances. This effort increased many-fold their own knowledge of the 

human experience, expanding insight on the situation of living in an urban world superimposed 

on the natural one. The presence of dance overlays any place without creating any stable or 

lasting myth or fable about it. It is of its own temporality, fleeting yet invoking a message, 

perhaps, only because of a dancer moving through it.  

 

A city does not become historic merely because it has occupied the site for long 

time. Past events make no impact on the present unless they are memorialized in 

history books, monuments, pageants, solemn and jovial festivities that are 

recognized as ongoing tradition. An old city has a rich store of facts on which 

successive generations of citizens can draw to sustain and re-create their image of 

place (Tuan 174). 

  

How selected independent post-modern artists explored dancing in a wider cityscape as  

choreo-scape, while simultaneously creating other “alternative” working and living spaces within 

community of artists presents a “rich store of facts.” This can be glimpsed through the 

microcosm of an era of independent dance and performance that emerged in Philadelphia during 
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the 1970’s and 1980’s in the Old City. It reveals a unique place; one with many roots and many 

topographical features historical, political, spatial and autobiographical. It is a place of people 

where native and colonial confrontation took place, where dominant and immigrant populations 

struggled, and where in the late 20th century artistic striving was influenced by all of these layers. 

To this urban environment the artists contributed their own interpretation of their experience of 

time and place - rebuilding, replacing, filling in the openings among the various topographies. 
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     CHAPTER 3  

 OLD CITY WALKING TOUR: RE-PURPOSED SPACES  

 
In 2016 Theatrum Mundi, an independent urban research center based in London, held 

three roundtables to discuss aspects of the Mayor of London’s plans for cultural infrastructure. 

The prompt for one discussion was: Performance is by its nature temporary, and is focused on 

the body, meaning it is mobile and does not always leave a trace. In theory, then, everywhere 

could be an infrastructure for performance, but beyond the stage what else in the city enables 

performance to be made, and by whom?   

In looking back in time to Old City in mid-1970’s to mid-1980’s, an era of very little, if 

any, infrastructure for emerging artists. This quest was taken up by artists, who gravitated there. 

There was a consideration not only of space/s available and needed for production, the art-

making, but also “the stage” - ways of creating presentation places which were accessible for 

sharing with a wider public. The action of creating “alternative” spaces then in an urban district 

of 19thcentury industrial buildings involved the re-purposing of spaces both interior and exterior. 

The following are examples, I am loosely connecting to personal stories of sites and 

artists who re-purposed usage; the loft living/work space, the storefront theater performance 

space and two types of outdoor spaces, vacant lots and public parks. The “by whom” will also 

come into play in this discussion of infrastructure. Who validates the artist? Is it the artist 

themselves or a public comprised of audience, press, funders? By establishing a physical 

presence through the use of space in these ways artists self-authorized not only their presence but 

their work, often through using (then new) styles and forms of their media.  
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217 Church Street  - The loft living/work space - Terry Fox 

All of my friends had migrated to Center City, Philadelphia to live - either to attend school or 

just to be where there was more art, music, bars, and people we wanted to be with.  Many art 

students and artists found inexpensive apartments near South Street, an area mostly abandoned 

by businesses, when the rumor of plans for a cross-town expressway was underway. But cheap 

apartments were getting few and far between everywhere as re-developing old housing stock and 

gentrification spread in residential areas river to river.     

In 1975 some artist friends and I were looking for a large space to make music and dance. 

We also needed inexpensive housing. We had been using a parish hall of a church near 

Rittenhouse Square to hold classes and rehearse. Finding a commercial loft space seemed like a 

solution. Old City at that time was a fading manufacturing district with 19th century buildings, 

many of which had been razed to build the Mall and park areas for the National Independence 

Historical Park. Buildings that remained were warehouses, often left half vacant with a floor or 

two in use by jobbers. Old City was bound North/South by Vine Street and Chestnut Street and 

East/West from Front to Seventh Streets.  

Through a classified ad in the daily newspaper we found a top loft floor of approximately 

1700 square feet at 217 Church Street, just north of Market Street. This is where we set in to live 

and make art. The landlord was happy to have us there on guard 24/7. The loft had been the site 

of a knitting mill. It had two large recessed skylights and was about 25 feet wide by 70 feet long. 

There was a hand pulled freight elevator at one end. The ceiling sloped from 8’ on one end to 16’ 

on the other. The rent was going for $129/month plus utilities. This was almost affordable, if the 

three of us shared. It would need some work to be able to live and work there, and that had to be 

done economically.  
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The loft had a big slop sink so there was water to the floor. We had to hire someone to 

put in a water heater and a bathroom. We rented a floor sander and worked it ourselves, the full 

24 hour rental period, so not to have to pay for an additional day. The result was a little wavy but 

dramatic. We found big industrial sewing needles between the wide boards. Some cracks had to 

be filled in with wood putty, and we plied many coats of satin finish polyurethane to make a 

beautiful dance floor. The sloping ceiling allowed for building a loft at one end, concentrating all 

the domestic spaces. A friend helped build it with rough-hewn pine timbers. This loft platform 

provided a shared sleeping space above and kitchen, bath, worktable and sofa below. Walls and 

the loft platform were made from repurposed skids discarded in the neighborhood. The 

remainder of the space was open for dance with a musician area at the low ceiling end.  

We couldn’t afford paint for the walls. One of the musician’s (Lenny Seidman, tabla 

player) uncle had a hardware store and he gave us some cans of paint of assorted colors. After 

we had used up all the white, we painted skylights blue and created a mountain range of different 

colors on one wall. It took a few weeks to put together, but we moved in there in 1975. Jean 

Parisi and her dog Rufus, and Jeff Cain and I with our dog Jupiter, lived there; but all the 

musicians and dancer friends had keys, to come by to work and hang out.  

Below our loft was a jobber, Jesse Sternblitz a.k.a. Lady Lynne Mills. Shipments of terry 

cloth slippers would arrive and he would re-package with his label and ship out. The big squeaky 

elevator wheels and gears were busy during the day, but after 4PM quiet. Across the street were 

warehouses, and next to our row of buildings were the warehouses for Trenton Crockery, 

restaurant supply. Church Street was busy with trucks and workers daytime hours but quiet at 

night and on weekends. Occasionally tourists from Christ Church walked down the street but 

they mostly stayed on main thoroughfares. 
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The studio was the place for making music and dancing at all hours. We held dance 

classes regularly and we rehearsed. The elevator made it easy (relatively) to get musical 

instruments to the studio without walking up 4 flights of stairs. The studio was the site of many 

community discussions around creating work and what to do with encroaching developers. There 

were several memorable parties, including a community block party that moved indoors due to 

rainy weather. We barbequed chicken in the entryway! There was an extraordinary marionette 

show, big dancing birthday parties and holiday celebrations of Thanksgiving, Christmas and 

Passover feasts that often included homemade skits or performing for each other and of course 

dancing. We borrowed films from the Free Library and screened them. I remember Cocteau’s  

Blood of the Poet, Rene Clare’s La Voyage Imaginiare and Disney’s version of  The Wind in the 

Willows.  

Visual artists Mark Campbell, Scott Donahue and Diane Keller moved in on the 2nd floor 

under Lady Lynne. Mark and Scott cooked on a hot plate and didn’t have a shower until Diane 

moved in. Scott who worked in plaster left a daily trail of plaster dusty footprints up the stairs 

and into our loft to the shower. The gas heated radiators were good places for home made bread 

to rise. We bought 50lb bags of brown rice at the West Philly food co-op and shared it with the 

2nd floor. Brown rice and vegetables was the staple meal and always at the ready for a large 

group of people who might be in the studio on any one day. Dancer, Phyllis Jones and I worked 

at Vivek’s health food lunch counter in the Reading Terminal and we would get food and 

discounted organic products to bring home. We all ate very healthily. Macrobiotics was a new 

diet to try, so miso soup and tofu was also on the menu. We grew alfalfa and mung bean sprouts.   

But what to say about our dance and music work ?  Our Way of Improvising, which is a 

name we sometimes used; with “way” being double edged like “tao”, both method and path. We 
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were gentle but serious investigators. We set the task to truly work together. We learned how to 

anticipate energy flow of music and dance together. No idling, no existential plinks and plunks 

from the musician’s end that leaves the dancers hanging, and no marking of time in space 

without commitment to what one is doing and/or sharing. These weren’t rules. They were 

precepts discovered about how best to put our forms in sync. The electronic musical dimension 

raised the bar for sounds that conjured more exciting movement adventures. I’d like to think it 

steered us away for balletic and modern dance clichés. Two people of different genders were not 

de facto a romantic pas de deux. Rather each dancer was their own person, however they defined 

themselves in quality and presence, essentially more neutral perhaps, if that is possible – so the 

dance can come through the body, that particular individual’s body. Such was our ideal, and to 

move this ideal into performance modes. 

The London Teatrum Mundi roundtable found that  

 

The building is a point of choreography where mind and body and relational 

activity are working together. The building … is very valuable in allowing intense 

focus, compared to unintended rehearsal spaces such as church halls, with bad 

heating and acoustics. The qualities of rehearsal space and its relationships to its 

surroundings should not just be seen as an inert background to practice, then, but 

as active elements in the stimulation of new work (Kassa and Bingham-Hall).  

 

This 217 Church Street Studio was one of the many artist lofts in Old City that burgeoned during 

this period that combined living and working under one roof as economic necessity. But the 

value of having creative space 24/7 cannot be under estimated. It was designed with just such a 
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“focus” in mind. It allowed for a wider elasticity of time, that a system of procuring a few rental 

hours does not. It reaffirmed the “courage of ones conviction” to identify oneself as an artist and 

to wholeheartedly pursue that beyond an avocation. It was a space that quite literally was 

renovated and prepared by and for the artists and was necessary for art production. Little did we 

initially sense that this would be more superficially replicated later by developers wishing to sell 

a “lifestyle” inferred by the creation of smaller loft-like apartments and condominiums for 

domestic living spaces only.  

 

Vine Street and Independence National Historical Park:  Outdoors - Wendy Hammarstrom 

In the mid-70s’ when artists began to move into Old City for living and work spaces, two major 

arteries, that are now boundaries to the district, were under construction. I-95 that runs 

north/south was almost finished and about to be connected. The Interstate blocked 

neighborhoods’ access to the Delaware River. While aesthetic barriers, underpasses and 

pedestrian bridges were built to have less impact on upscale real estate of Society Hill, the more 

working class areas of Fishtown and Kensington got no such ameliorations. The highway abutted 

Elfreth’s Alley, popular with tourists as an example of Philadelphia’s colonial history. So a 

sound barrier wall extended along the east edge of Old City, from Market to Race Street.   

The second large Interstate was I-676, known as The Vine Street Expressway. It was 

planned to come across town connecting to I-95 and to the Benjamin Franklin Bridge to New 

Jersey. This Crosstown Expressway was originally to go across South Street, through a thriving 

business community and old African American neighborhood. When businesses heard of the 

plans in the late 60’s, they abandoned South Street, and the vacuum of cheap storefronts and 

apartments was filled by artists and artist entrepreneurs. Today the Eyes Gallery owned by Julia 
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and Isaiah Zagar remains. The community of artists along with long-lived neighbors successfully 

fought the Crosstown on South Street. The PA Department of Transportation (PennDOT) moved 

their focus then, north to Vine Street. A smaller neighborhood of property owners in Old City, 

however, did not win that same protesting battle. The Vine Street Expressway was designed to 

go from the Schuylkill Expressway all the way East to the Bridge, with underpasses through 

Center City making it a less of an intrusive presence. By 1976 a wide swath of mixed usage 

buildings, residential and commercial, had been razed. There was a long vacant expanse from 6th 

Street to Front Street. Some blocks were cleared leaving empty lots and on others there were 

small mountains of rubble.   

At the time, maverick dance and performance work was outside of prevailing tastes for 

large booking theaters, so artists created street front performance galleries and moved out-of-

doors where city spaces became stages for what later became an art genre known as “site-

specific work.” The derelict blocks along Vine Street, where the Expressway was to be built, 

were the site of several dance and theater events. The eastern most block, between 3rd and 2nd 

Streets, was named Mt. Ephilapa (East Phila. PA) by the artist residents. The theater troupe 

Bricolage staged The Taking of Tiger Mountain there as part of Wear White At Nite in 1977.  

The craters cleft in the rubble became small ponds in rainstorms and when frozen in winter were 

excellent for local artists to ice skate on. 

Choreographer, Wendy Hammarstrom staged Sunset/Sunrise Orb, October 23 & 24, 1978 

using all three blocks of the Vine Street, cleared lots and Mt Ephilapa. At dawn a cadre of six 

dancers with flags on long poles heralded the sunrise. The audience was seated on the lot at 4th 

and Wood Streets, facing east towards 3rd Street. Airwaves, the electronic musical duo, Jeff Cain 

and Charles Cohen, was joined by a conga drummer (unknown at this date). They were placed 
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with the audience and interpreted the dance with an improvised sound score. The dance moved 

among various perspectives - sometimes close to the audience, sometimes at a distance. 

Sometimes action was divided, with some dancers on the “mountain” ridge, others along the 

adjoining streets. The sculptor Ken Clark created an overhead arc of steel orbs more like 

hollowed circles strung for a short distance near the audience. Slides of photos taken at the 

performance reveal the rubble strewn edges of the streets, the detritus remaining from its former 

self.   

Hammarstrom describes the dancers as “working off of” the music and the large metal 

circular shapes suspended across the space. The dancers ran with banners waving, “creating arcs 

over two blocks of vacant lots” which were hopefully not going to become a freeway ramp 

(Local Dance History Project #3).   Hammarstrom’s promotional flyer invited the audience; 

“You can make yourself part of the environment. You can leave part of yourself in the 

environment. As performers, movers, musicians, sculptors we have come to know this space _ its 

contours, its sharpness, its flatness, its distant hill, its barrenness and its possibilities. This park is 

a frontier line. It is opening itself up and asks to be treated with respect. We will be caressing its 

land, exploring its space, climbing its sculpture, listening to its music.” 

That the choreographer envisioned this mowed down city block as a park is telling. I 

think the artists thought that maybe they could stop its fate to become a highway by more or less 

“squatting,” calling it a community park and holding events there. This point of view was 

factored into the attraction of the site, which had such a wide-open corridor of space, sky, bridge 

a city horizon and surrounds. These derelict spaces as well as greener park pockets were both 

oasis and “stage.” They were where dancers could envision, embody, and live out their 

inclination towards some sort of more spiritual connection to a “natural” world with elements of 
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weather, air and light and time of day. 

Such a presence had the reciprocal challenge of encounters with the casual audience, 

passing by or happening unexpectedly upon dancing with the dancers themselves responding to 

same.  Hammarstrom wrote in 1981,  

 

adventurous ensembles still seek the widest possible audience and largest 

imaginable stage for their works.  We of Agape [Hammarstrom’s ensemble] find 

outdoor environmental space exciting. Dancing under the sky seems to summon 

supernatural forces. Open air performances continue to be important. Because 

today is a time of closed structures and private places…The dance that can remain 

in the street can remind us of the sense of exploration, challenge and danger that 

any art need in order to stay vital – and real” (Hammarstrom, 2). 

 

She acknowledged that dance can affirm what she called a “poverty of spirit” or it can stand in 

opposition to the inevitable private ways with which we negotiate public space. “As dancers and 

artists of the 1970s/80s we were breaking with the past and trying to find the essence of 

ourselves and each other and the world. We wanted to find the truth or our truth and to express it 

without any illusions. It was important that the movement came from a source deep inside, 

connecting to all times and peoples, to inspire and heal both performers and audience” (ibid). 

Hammarstrom did not live in Old City. She is exemplary of a number of many artists who 

were drawn to the dancer and actors’ studios to share practice and collaborate in creating work, 

because she found in these artists some kindred social, cultural and political leanings as well as 

artistic ones.  
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She continued discussing the work of Agape;  

I don’t think feminism was a theme, although of course it was in our blood. I 

think that the ancient female was visible as many of the pieces had a ritualistic 

and nurturing quality, incorporating circles, repeated movements …Love of 

nature and working/playing with natural settings was a big part of Agape. We 

used improvisation in our rehearsals to arrive at choreographed movements. For 

some of the outdoor and indoor environmental pieces we used improvisation 

along with an agreed upon structure. Yoga, tai chi, animal frolics, karate were all 

a part of choreography…Kenpo Karate got me in touch with my power and I was 

never as strong as when I studied it. I achieved balance, speed and height that I 

never came close to before in any dance medium (Hammarstrom, Local Dance 

History Project). 

 

The grassy park areas became another natural oasis for those living and working in the 

industrial spaces. Much of the colonial historic district that the National Independence Historical 

Park encloses and comprises parts of Old City, the neighborhood where many artists were 

beginning to settle in “re-purposed” 18th century manufacturing and warehouse buildings. The 

park and neighborhood though well trammeled by workers and tourists during the day were 

relatively empty in the after-hours. The park spaces then provided not only a “natural” place but 

also sited dancers in urban environments to hold their outdoor classes, practice their forms and 

present performances.  

The newly planted grass and landscaping was a welcoming ground to not only move on 

upright, but to lie, roll and feel one’s whole body luxuriate in the clean and nascent lawns. One 
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of Simon Schama’s premises for his book Landscape and Memory is the desire of humans for the 

natural world and to see the body as nature. This idea or sensibility surfaced in the zeitgeist of 

many of the independent dancers of the ‘70’s, who began to later identify their style as post-

modern. (In Philadelphia, I would count Steve Kreickhaus, Ishmael Houston-Jones, Wendy 

Hammarstrom, Tonio Guerra, Fred Holland, and myself among them.)   

Throughout the years that I lived and worked in Old City when warmer days permitted 

holding dance classes in the park at the 3rd and Chestnut Streets with the Dock Street creek bed 

was the most used. Wendy Hammarstrom presented her first Agape company piece Parameters 

there in 1978.  In response when asked to recall Parameters  for PDP’s Local Dance History   

 Project in 2015 she recalls "We worked off the slopes of the land, the angles of the trees, using 

string to weave a spiderweb or mandala tapestry, and ropes to tie us to trees. We also climbed 

into trees.”  

In the 1960’s Jane Jacobs described the uses of neighborhood parks as dependent of how 

they were used: “people do confer use in parks and make them successes – or else withhold use 

and doom parks to rejection and failure” (89). She described neighborhood parks outside the 

most popular centrally located ones – like Philadelphia’s Rittenhouse Square, which she 

references - as “dispirited vacuums.” This reflected more a 1960’s phenomenon and not today’s 

reality, where “rails to trails,” pop-up beer gardens, jogging and fitness regimens have brought 

more private citizens into open public spaces. Still around the decorum of activity in park spaces 

there is still an unspoken norm. Free moving that resembles dance is not de-rigueur. The newly 

minted Federal park lent itself to artistic exploration in a way that was more broadly defined at 

that moment by local residents, predominately artists and the more transient tourists and workers. 

It allowed for transgressions of movement norms then and seemed to be peaceably in harmony 
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with dancers to simply practice, play or perform. 

As noted by the urban sociologist, Richard Sennett, “The distinction between space and 

place is a basic one, in urban form. It turns on more than emotional attachment to where one 

lives, for it involves as well the experience of time” (188).  I, as well as my Old City Arts 

“compatriots,” were aware of the layers of time, as history, we were traversing and creating at by 

moving in a very non-normative way through these outdoor environments in more unstaged and 

spontaneous ways. This overlay of history was very pronounced during this era in Old City. It 

was a visually animated area – one artist described it as going “from huge blank walls to tiny 

houses. Brick shifts to cast iron to stonework” (Diehl, 2). While colonial history was being re-

membered through new structures and restorations, erasure was taking place in 19th century 

buildings. At that time that same an artist spoke up: “It’s a serendipity thing here – something 

good happened…It’s an invention of sorts, a social experiment. Let it decide its own fate” 

(Diehl, 8). Indeed the way artists were establishing presence overtly and privately left no 

detectable trace, but that now begs some unearthing of its fate, in order to reconsider how dance 

artists thrive in and interpret urban worlds in the present.   

 

E.T.A.G.E. -  the storefront theater  -  Jeff Cain 

Sometime during 1975 Sigmund Kaye started his Environmental Theater And Gallery 

Experiment (ETAGE) at 253 North 3rd Street, close to the northern border of Old City. He was a 

recent grad from Temple University where he had majored in Theater. I don’t have a memory of 

first sightings or how I got to know him; if he invited us to perform or we approached him. My 

sense is that he presented my musicians friends first and then began to include dance. He also 

directed some plays at ETAGE. It was a narrow 19th century building, where he created a 
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flexible black box space on the street level floor. ETAGE usurped the Bride on South Street as a 

better and maybe hipper place to perform. It also had more theatrical capabilities, in terms of 

lighting and sound. Still the performing stage space couldn’t have been more than 20 feet wide. 

Folding chairs on the same level didn’t create ideal audience viewing.    

Artists of various disciplines used the space. An October calendar of events from 1978 

lists electronic music, film, dance, theater and visual art. It cites ETAGE’s goal as “designed to 

provide working artists and performers with an alternative space and a sympathetic atmosphere 

in which to create and present their work. ETAGE operates on two principles: one that 

Philadelphia is home to numerous artists and performers working experimentally whose work 

needs a showcase, and two, that experimentation is itself to be taken seriously and encouraged. 

Consequently ETAGE functions simultaneously as a performing space and an artists’ resource 

center. Its schedule regularly includes avant-garde theatre, electronic music, modern dance, film, 

video, performance poetry, and artist run workshops -- all created by Philadelphians.”   

Reading this calendar copy, I am struck again by a subtext of how the more innovative 

Philadelphia artists had no established or larger institutional home base presenter to champion 

their work, i.e. give it visibility and/or develop new audiences for this new work. Artists, time 

and time again, struck out on their own to take their art into a wider world. The ads in the 

ETAGE October Calendar should be briefly noted, too, to provide some context. They included 

the nascent Fabric Workshop (now a venerated and established arts organization), the hip 

clothing boutiques TAXI and Urban Guerilla, Historic Landmarks for Living (new developers in 

Old City touting “luxury rentals”), and restaurants including the Black Banana, a Gay club that 

had relocated from South Street and was “the” place to go late night dancing at the NE corner of 

3rd and Race Streets. 
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To select any one event to highlight in discussion of the re-purposing of the building’s 

use as a theater is difficult, since so much pioneering work in performance happened at ETAGE, 

particularly in spoken word and music. But Jeff Cain’s Living Room at The Bottom of the Lake 

(1977) will serve the purpose as it included among the many artists from the community, several 

dancers who were at its core, working with him conceptually and organizationally as well as in 

performance. The dancers included Jac Carley, Anne-Marie Mulgrew, Eileen Mulgrew, Rochelle 

Raditz and myself who filled the roles of most of the female characters. Krishna was a female 

dancer, in drag so to speak. Their innate sensibility of presence and motion was needed for the 

wordless roles they inhabited to become so palpable.  

Cain conceived and directed the work, which he called “a visual serial poem.”  It was 

poetic in its lack of concrete narrative, its array of characters, original electronic musical score, 

and overall unfolding, (literally) of clever unusual handmade sets. It also exemplified an 

exuberant contrast to the stolid urban exterior with a high-spirited imaginary interior, one that 

one previewer said, “investigated the submerged humor and ambience of the subconscious…[It] 

unfolds like time-lapse photography, a slow motion explosion of animated consciousness, 

suspended in continual self-caricature” (STEPPIN’OUT, n.p.). 

The audience comes into a living room with ornate striped wallpaper, there are two small 

portraits on the wall. The furniture, a sofa and side chair, are covered in white cloths as is a 

human figure sitting motionless on the sofa. An elegant man in a smoking jacket enters, and then 

the room over the next interval of theater time begins to be inhabited by phantoms of archetypes 

and people across time. I don’t recall the sequence so much as the figures: a mermaid, a 

mysterious beautiful women in a black dress and veiled hat, a referee, a women with a shopping 

cart full of skeins of yarn and missing a wheel, a train conductor, one portrait becomes alive as a 
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man in tri-corner hat gestures, sips a glass of wine. Krishna appears through a hatch in the floor 

to dance for the gopis, in this instance three picnicking Victorian maids, while a paper autumn 

full moon crosses upstage over the set. The stripes on the wallpaper start to slide sideways and 

disappear. Large multi-colored folding fans open out into the space. Things crescendo but not 

predictably. A taxicab crashing through the wall into the room, once it’s completely transformed, 

ends the “mind–bending piece of theater” (Curry, n.p.). The work inspired the same reviewer to 

“realize what a great underground art scene Philadelphia is nurturing.” This last observation 

couldn’t be further from the truth if you counted such nourishing to be forthcoming from the City 

Office of Cultural Affairs, foundations, or mainstream art and theater critics. The “On the Go” 

events listings columnists did pay attention, as did alternative press, but it took a while for other 

players to catch up. The audiences were there. The show had a second run of ten performances, 

albeit in a “theater” with a small seating capacity.  

In considering these re-purposed uses indoors and out, I am drawn to Yi-Fu Tuan’s 

remark that, “Space and place are basic components of the lived world; we take them for granted. 

When we think about them, however, they may assume unexpected meanings and raise questions 

we have not thought to ask” (Tuan Intro.). Is this then the very notion deliberated on and 

activated by the way artists, including dance artists, created their own urban experience and 

experiential perspective in relationship to same? This they achieved by observing and 

demonstrating that locations deemed familiar can be used by the body in many ways; creating 

fantastic serial poems, seeking spiritual connections, maintaining physical well-being and 

establishing necessary intimate retreats from a the demands of a public persona.  
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           CHAPTER 4    

                         WALKING DANCING/DANCING WALKING 
 

The various topographies of Old City have been arranged, in this writing, in 

consideration of artist community and activity circa 1975-85. I have related examples of ways 

spaces were adapted for various purposes. I have alluded to a broader sensibility generated from 

the artists’ experiences of living in a particular time and place and how it influenced their 

individual dance exploration, modes of performance and contribution to community. This did 

create a topology, in the way they connected inside and out in a continuous comprehension of 

physical and philosophical relationships to many things in their environment. All this they very 

articulately brought to their dance work/s through exploring improvisation as performance, 

seeking to demonstrate the body moving in non-traditional spaces and contexts, and not shying 

away from provocative content and message. They solved how to live every day as a dance artist. 

Michel de Certeau comments on how we forget the topology of the many peopled layers 

of history within the city.  

 

It comes with democracy, the large city, administrations and cybernetics.  

It is a flexible continuous mass, woven like a tight fabric with neither rips or darned 

patches, a multitude of quantified heroes who lose names and faces as  

they become the ciphered rivers of the streets, a mobile language of computations and 

rationalities belonging to no one (91). 
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“Places are fragmentary and inward-turning histories, pasts that others are not allowed to 

read, accumulated times that can be unfolded but like stories held in reserve, remain in an 

enigmatic state” (108). 

So, then, what remains of the many layers is the immediate; the physical moving, the 

navigating the city, like the dancers in Old City inspired by the street activity, “strolling, 

dodging, loading and unloading” to both meld in and disrupt, to celebrate the transitory in its 

many repetitions. Michel de Certeau beautifully articulates the citizens’ most common and 

shared moving experience, that of walking. Like Jacobs’ dance metaphor of her home-town 

street earlier, de Certeau’s description approximates a description of a dance performance. One 

in which there is improvisation, individual dance styles and dancer personalities informing action 

in a defined sense of space.  

 

Their story begins on ground level, with footsteps. They are myriad, but do not  

compose a series. They cannot be counted because each unit has a qualitative  

character; a style of tactile apprehension and kinesthetic appropriation. Their  

swarming mass is an innumerable collection of singularities. Their intertwined 

paths give their shape to spaces. They weave places together. In that respect 

pedestrian movements form one of these real systems whose existence in fact 

makes up the city (97).    

 

For de Certeau walking “is a process of appropriation of the topographical system on the part of 

the pedestrian” (ibid). He further explores the conundrum of trace through this simple pedestrian 
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experience. It is one that dance is also confronting in its defining and recording of itself as an art 

form.  

 

It is true that the operations of walking on can be traced on city maps in 

such a way as to transcribe their paths (here well-trodden, here very feint) 

and their trajectories (going this way and not that). But these thick or thin 

curves only refer, like words, to the absence of what has passed by.  

Surveys of routes miss what was: the act itself of passing by. The walking, 

wandering or ‘window shopping’ that is the activities of the passer-by, is 

transformed into points that draw a totalizing and reversible line on the 

map. They allow us to grasp only a relic set in nowhen of a surface of 

projection. Itself invisible, it has the effect of making invisible the 

operation that made it possible. These fixations constitute a procedure for 

forgetting. The trace left behind is substituted for the practice. It exhibits 

the (voracious) property that the geographical system has of being able to 

transform action into legibility, but in doing so it causes a way of being in 

the world to be forgotten (97). 

 

To this “operation” of walking he observes and comments on how voice is interjected as a 

sequence of what he calls “phatic topoi,” or the formulaic utterances like greetings between 

neighbors or strangers, in tandem with what he notes as a “forest of gestures,” (i.e. a wave or a 

handshake). All this comprises a full scene of pedestrian practices and conventions recognizable 

as routine yet randomly pattern making.  
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His observation/description serves as analogy to dance performance and graphic 

inscription. But his is an elegiac and poetic sensibility in relation to linguistics. Particularity of 

interest is his translator’s “nowhen” to convey the sense of indeterminate time. He calls this a 

synchronic system, one then that exists in one point in time. Points or fixations along any path 

function to provide only a trace of everyday pedestrian actions that simultaneously create the 

habit (“a way of being in the world”) which are easily forgotten. “The act itself of passing by” is 

the dancer past and present. “Voracious” – is the choreography or the infinite potential of volume 

and variety of dancing/moving that an artist can engender and that a space can consume.  

For these former inquisitive dance artists, perhaps a consideration of de Certeau’s 

premise wasn’t part of their analysis. Dancing, like walking with voice and gesture, wasn’t 

consciously articulated through writing about it. Perhaps though it became apparent through the 

moving by artists as they translated their way through this cityscape. In those few years the 

dance artists, who generated their work in and around Old City as pauses or fixed points only at a 

certain point time, also opened up a very closed definition of what constituted dance in terms of a 

variety of choreographic styles and places of performance. They incorporated into their work a 

strong influence of what is uniquely urban by assigning dance to new spatializations. Their 

collaboration with other visual artists and musicians placed them and their art form in a larger 

cultural framework of the city and in this city, particularly.  

The topology of the dancing body moved between levels of experience within systems; of 

embodied techniques other than dance; of personal relationships; of artistic collaborations; of self 

definition and gendered identities; of institutionalized cultural production; of community 

organization; of administration of urban renewal and gentrification; of a neighborly synergy of 

people, mapping and place-making. 
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I return in time and place to see myself walking and dancing among a community of art 

makers who were indeed “independent” (harking back to Foster’s comments). The artists 

included painters, sculptors, ceramicists, musicians, poets, playwrights, actors, dancers, 

filmmakers, performance artists (then a new genre) many of whom considered themselves free of 

categorization and sought to be more inter-disciplinary in their approach to art-making. This 

moment reveals how the dance experience can be enmeshed in the urban experience in very 

direct physical ways. But also this circumstance made us think about what cities should be – 

whom do they serve in terms of how we live in our bodies and with each other. From citizen to 

artist, it’s only a difference in the temporality of choreographic declaration and evidence.  

  In conclusion, I am re-considering, and wish to expand de Certeau’s text; “The 

relationship of oneself to oneself governs the internal alterations of the place (the relations 

among its strata) or the pedestrian unfolding of the stories accumulated in the space (moving 

about the city)” (110). For me “the relationship of oneself to oneself” is the essence established 

in being a dancer. As I have tried to explicate in some way, the specific experience of moving 

through dancing reveals much about the self - which can differ from moving through other forms 

(sports, exercise, martial arts, etc.). This experience situated in an urban environment included 

changing one’s relationship to the many strata of history, time and place, and disclosing new 

ways of moving about the city. If one augments this quote by placing “dancing” as descriptor of  

“the relationship of oneself to oneself” -  it  aligns wholly with my thesis.  
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Illustration 1: 
OCA Flyer using photo of North 3rd Street taken from the Ben Franklin Bridge (1976) 
Photo credit: Helen Anrod Jones 
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Illustration 2: 
News clipping from the Philadelphia Inquirer 07 May 1977. n.p. 
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Illustration 3: 
Wear White at Night Art Muggings  (1977) Printed program map of route through Old   
City of art performances and installations.   Graphic Artist: Robert Pistilli 
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Illustration 4: 
Michael Biello and Ishmael Houston-Jones in What We’re Made Of  1980. 
Photo credit: Thomas Moore 
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Illustration 5: 
L. to R. Citizen dancers with dancers Penny Contractor, Jeff Cain, Jano Cohen, 
Terry Fox. Kristin Krathwohl, Deb Bishop, Kathy Halton in INTERFERENCE: PLATE 
#108, ASCENDING A STAIR, STOOPING AND LIFTING A PITCHER (1980).  
Choreographed by Terry Fox 

            Photo Credit: Stephan Spera 
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Illustration 6: 
217 Church Street loft studio dance space with living space.  
Dancers L to R. Anne-Marie Mulgrew, Eileen Mulgrew, Diane Zuckerman, Terry Fox.  
Dogs  L to R  Jupiter, Rufus (circa 1976). Photographer unknown. 
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Illustration 7: 
Wendy Hammarstrom’s Sunrise/Sunset Orb (1978) performers on “Mt Ephilapa” facing west 
towards 3rd and Wood Streets.  Photographer unknown. 
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Illustration 8:  
Dancers Terry Fox, Ishmael Houston-Jones in Mandala/Spring  (1977)  
the Independence National Historical Park Rose Garden, 422 Walnut Street.  
Photo credit: Geoff Hall. 
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Illustration 9: 
Parameters  with dancers Jean Rabatin and Wendy Hammarsttom.   Photographer unknown. 
 

 
 
Illustration 10: 
Wendy Hammarstrom’s group AGAPE in Parameters (1978) dancers unidentified in Dock 
Creek area of Independence National Historical Park.   Photographer unknown. 
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Illustration 11:  Poster for Living Room At The Bottom Of The Lake  (1978). 
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Illustration 12: 
Above:  Set from Living Room at the Bottom of the Lake (1977). 
Below:  Author/Director Jeff Cain on the set. 
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Illustration 13: 
Terry Fox dancing in an untitled solo at IUU (International Upohlsterers Union) Courtyard on  
4th Street just above Market Street (1976). Photo: Robert Goodman   

 


